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Value Added Invoice Management System employs language C#and Access to 
set up,it can achieve the real-time backup of the Value Added 
Invoice,searching,exporting the statement of the correlative involved in the business 
of tax,etc. In the meanwhile, according to their own needs, Average taxpayer could 
lead in and add corresponding clients and the commodity information, which could 
also help the Average taxpayer analyse the current relation of market supply and 
demand.  
In our country, with the development of the Value Added Invoice anti 
counterfeiting tax control,Our country’s Average taxpayer become more and more. 
Relatively  speaking, the management if Value Added Invoice becomes much more 
important work in the Average taxpayer’s daily routine. 
As a result ,there is an argument that how to manage Value Added Invoice in 
convenience need to be solved urgently by Average taxpayer.The proper 
management of Value Added Invoice can not only increase the work efficiency of 
involved in the business of tax,but also decrease the human capital. 
Because of the above-mentioned, No doubt that the development of the 
management software of the Value Added Invoice could offer a favorable 
environment for the Value Added Invoice management.In this way, it can increase 
Average taxpayer’ s operational efficiency with maximum limit. 
Value Added Invoice Management System,which offers the corresponding 
commodity and the statistics of the client information, could better help Average 
taxpayer analyse and ask for the information, even understand the request of the 
Average taxpayer,allocate the resource it owns preferably. In the meanwhile ,boost 
the c Average taxpayer’ confidence to the involved in the business of tax o reduce 
unnecessary burden, strengthen the tax payer consciousness to promote the tax 
revenue of the country and the development of the people’s livelihood. 
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